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We propose a system of commerce based on the Conditional
Purchase Order (CPO). Individual buyers issue CPOs, which
are evaluated and ful�lled by sellers. There are mechanisms
to bind the buyer to the transaction once the conditions are
met. Additional enhancements include the ability to add
anonymity, and assurances of product quality by trusted
third parties.

There are dozens of di�erent buyer/seller protocols in use
today. However, most of these systems focus on the seller,
allowing him to price, package, or con�gure goods and ser-
vices more e�ectively. Stores, catalogues, classi�ed adver-
tisements, telemarketing, auction houses, even on-line com-
puterized reservations systems for airlines, are all

. The seller's job is to attract buyers and then close
the sale.

Other commerce systems are . These
systems{for example, the New York Stock Exchange{match
buyers and sellers by o�ering an e�cient, fair, and orderly
marketplace. They favor neither buyers and sellers, but sim-
ply act as a location that allows for the matching process.

As commerce seeks to utilize the inherent advantages of
the internet, we are seeing many forms of commerce systems
being ported over to the net and many di�erent payment
systems being created [OO90, OO92, FY92, Bra93a, Bra93b,
MN93, CR93, Fer94, LMP94, Oka95, NM95, BGH+95, ST95,
TMSW95, 12]. Most of these approaches and systems seek
to create better seller or exchange-driven systems. However,
one area of electronic commerce that has not been widely
explored is the ability to implement an e�cient
commerce system.

Buyer-driven systems represent an extremely small por-

tion of the world's commerce. Buyers do not want to spend
money on communication costs (i.e. advertising) in order to
locate potential sellers. Almost all classic commerce systems
impose the advertising costs on the seller. Additionally, buy-
ers do not want to be inundated with numerous marginal or
unquali�ed sellers, and buyers do not want to pay the inher-
ent cost per transaction of having sellers who must customize
each item they well to each individual buyer's needs.

Our aim is to create an e�cient buyer-driven system of
commerce. Buyers can post their requirements, much like
classi�ed advertisements, and sellers can evaluate these re-
quirements and decide whether or not to ful�ll them. More-
over, the system provides a mechanism to bind the buyer to
a seller once the seller meets those requirements: a buyer
cannot renege on a deal once a buyer has accepted unless
the buyer fails to meet the stated requirements.

A (CPO) is a purchase order
which (after some interaction) can be placed on a public
server. Potential suppliers can then browse these CPOs, and
bind any that they wish. By \binding" a CPO, a supplier
e�ectively converts it into a signed contract.

The purpose of designing a system for CPOs is to allow
small-volume buyers to e�ectively solicit for bids for their
desired purchases, in such a way that:

1. Buyers drive the market.

2. Both buyers and sellers are protected from frivolous
bids, or bids that don't meet their criteria.

This is somewhat di�erent from the currently common
model of buyer-driven commerce, in which the buyer solicits
bids. With a CPO, we expect the total amount of money
changing hands to be relatively small{for larger transaction
amounts, we would recommend using a modi�ed version of
the protocol that collected bids. (The protocols can be al-
tered to accept bids, though this changes the character of
the system somewhat.) CPOs are somewhat like interactive
classi�ed advertisements, backed with the promise that, if
someone is currently reading this ad, then it almost certainly
is still available.

We need several di�erent protocols to implement a CPO
system:

1. Bob interacts with an Arbiter (Alice) and a server
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3.1 Players

3.2 Assumptions

3.3 Notation

3.4 The Structure of a CPO

(Carol) to have his CPO made available to many po-
tential sellers. This is known as .

2. Many sellers , examining them for
worthwhile o�ers.

3. One seller, Pam, browses Bob's o�er, and decides to
accept. She interacts with the the server to claim this
CPO. If her claim is accepted, the CPO is removed
from browsing, and Pam is able to complete the trans-
action. This is known as .

4. After the CPO has been bound, Pam delivers the goods
to Bob, and is paid. (Bob's identity may be revealed
when the CPO is bound, or Pam may have to go
through an intermediary to complete the transaction.)

Some potential problems come up here:

1. It's possible for two or more sellers to try to redeem
the CPO at the same time. This must be dealt with
unambiguously in the protocol.

2. There must be some way to prevent bogus attempts
to bind a CPO.

3. There must be some way to prevent bogus CPOs from
being posted.

4. The Buyer and Seller should remain mutually anony-
mous (and anonymous to the Arbiter) unless there is a
good reason for the system to be designed di�erently.
The Arbiter and Server cannot be anonymous, since
they have to be known and trusted by both parties.
(It is anticipated that in many systems, the Arbiter
and Server will be the same person or organization.)

5. All the transaction details that aren't made speci�cally
public should be revealed only to those parties in the
protocol that need to know them.

6. The buyer and seller must be quali�ed to carry out the
transaction. This is the point of the bond certi�cates{
if either promises something he can't deliver, his bond-
ing agency pays the injured party a fee, and he proba-
bly can't get another bond certi�cate without paying
a lot of money.

These protocols use the following players:

1. Bob the Buyer.

2. Pam the (Potential) Seller.

3. Alice the Arbiter.

4. The Server.

All of these protocols assume the following:

1. A strong public-key encryption and signature scheme.
Several such schemes are discussed in [Sch96].

2. A strong encryption scheme, such as 3DES [NBS77].

3. A cryptographic hash function, such as SHA1 [NIST93].

4. That everyone knows the public keys of Alice, the
Server, and the Bonding Agencies. (These are all well-
known parties.)

5. That Pam and Bob have \bonding certi�cates," as dis-
cussed below.

6. The availability of key pairs for both signing and en-
cryption for each user. These may be the same key-
pairs for signing and encryption, or di�erent ones, de-
pending on the application.

7. A good source of random or cryptographically strong
pseudorandom numbers available to each user in the
protocol.

Many of these protocols make use of the idea of a public
key certi�cate, not as a statement of identity, but as a state-
ment of authorization to carry out some set of operations.

Notation in the remainder of this document is as follows:

( ) means that is encrypted under key ,
using some symmetric encryption algorithm.

( ) means that is authenticated under key
, using some symmetric message authentication al-

gorithm.

( ) means that is encrypted under public
key .

( ) means that is digitally signed under
private key .

means that is concatenated with .

This is the structure of a Candidate CPO (CCPO):

a. ID|A random 160-bit identi�er.

b. ArbiterID|Unique ID of the arbiter.

c. ServerID|Unique ID of the server.

d. Goods|A text description of the goods being pur-
chased.

e. Price|A 64-bit integer describing the price in cents.

f. StartDate|A 32-bit representation of the time and
date when the CPO will become active.

g. EndDate|A 32-bit representation of the time and date
when the CPO will expire.

h. Terms|A text description of all of the terms of the
CPO, including those described above.

i. Bond Certi�cate|The Buyer's Bond Certi�cate.

j. Checksum|The hash of �elds a{i, above.

To become a CPO, the above data must bear the sig-
nature of both the arbiter referenced in the ArbiterID �eld,
and the server referenced in the ServerID �eld.
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3.5 Bond Certi�cates

3.6 Posting the CPO

3.6.1 Getting the Arbiter's Approval

BC
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T
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M PKE X ;Sign X :

X ; Sign X
ARBITER ACCEPTANCE

Anyone who wants to take part in this scheme must pro-
vide some guarantee that they will not back out on their
commitments. This should be available from many sources,
especially credit card issuers and banks. (Indeed, the sim-
plest implementation might be a credit-card payment to an
arbiter, with an agreement about under what conditions this
will be partially or entirely refunded.) It is necessary to re-
quire this in order to prevent spurious CPOs and spurious
bindings. We call the proof of arrangements to have these
commitments paid a \bond certi�cate."

A \bond certi�cate" is a public key certi�cate, such that
the certi�er (the bonding agency) speci�es a set of valid
dates for the bond certi�cate, a limit to the amount cov-
ered, and a set of additional conditions, which may require
online checking of a revocation list, may specify a Server
and Arbiter to be used, etc. The private key correspond-
ing to the public key certi�ed is known to the bonding
agency|only to the user. Knowledge of that private key
is used as proof of identity for the bondholder. (This al-
lows buyer- and seller-anonymity in many cases, though of
course, neither will be anonymous to the bonding agency
except in very special cases.)

A bond certi�cate for Bob will be referred to as ,
while the corresponding public and private keys will be re-
ferred to as and , respectively.

A CPO is by an interaction between Bob (the buyer),
Alice (the arbiter), and Carol (the server). This actually
turns out to be rather complicated, especially as this part of
the protocol really ought to be possible with nothing more
than encrypted e-mail.

Before the CPO may be posted, the buyer must get an ar-
biter's approval. This is required so that both Bob and the
server know that the arbiter they've designated to decide
whether or not the contract has been ful�lled is actually
willing to accept the CPO. (She may refuse to deal with
people who have caused problems before, or to participate in
the sale of items that are especially likely to cause disputes,
such as used cars or some kinds of investments.) (Presum-
ably, she is paid for doing this.) The Server will not accept a
candidate CPO without an .

An will not be issued by
the arbiter unless she is convinced that Bob's candidate
CPO is fresh (not a replay), and that it is guaranteed by
some bonding agency. Bob must also be convinced that he
is being issued a fresh . This
works as follows:

1. Bob forms

= 1 1

= a 160-bit random number

= ID of the server.

= Additional Terms

and sends to Alice

= ( ( ))

2. Alice responds with

= 1 2

= a 160-bit random number

= hash( )

and sends to Bob

= ( ( ))

3. Bob responds to this with

= 1 3

= hash( )

and sends to Alice

= ( ( ))

4. Alice �nally responds with

= 1 4

= Timestamp

= hash( )

and sends to Bob

= ( ( ))

5. Bob stores ( ) as the
.

Note that after step 2, Bob knows he's talking to Alice
in real-time. After step 3, Alice knows she's talking to Bob
in real time. The running hash chains in all of the mes-
sages guarantee that the replay of individual messages from
previous protocols is not possible. Before Alice issues the
Arbiter's Acceptance in step 4, she is convinced that she's
talking to a person who knows Bob's private signing key and
who has a valid bonding certi�cate, and she's seen the terms
of the CPO, as well as any other terms he may have sent
her (perhaps her fee for acting as arbiter for this CPO). The
�nal Arbiter's Acceptance is timestamped, and linked to a
single server. (This prevents using a single Arbiter's Accep-
tance to issue many di�erent CPOs with di�erent servers.)
It contains the CPO proposed, and so cannot be used for
any other CPOs.

Note that all messages are encrypted. This is done to
prevent leakage of any internal information until it is specif-
ically published.

Note that each message has a unique 3-tupple of integers
at its beginning. These work as follows: The �rst number
denotes which system this is{arbitrarily set to 1 here. The
second number denotes which protocol this is{ranging from
1 to 6. The third number denotes which message in this
protocol this message is. These are used both to simplify
message-processing software, and to make it impossible for
an attacker to ever get an identical message from di�erent
protocols.
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3.7 Variation: Getting Arbiter's Approval for Bidding

3.7.1 Posting the CPO to the Server

3.8 Browsing the CPOs

U ;
U ;

ARBITER ACCEPTANCE

R

U ;

X U ;R ;ARBITER ACCEPTANCE

M PKE X ; X :

M

R

U ;

X U ; X ;R

M PKE X ; X :

U ;

X U ; hash X

M PKE X ; X :

U ;

CPO U ; hash X ;CCPO:

M PKE CPO; Sign CPO :

BC

K

R

T

U ;

X U ;R ; T; BC

M PKE X ; X :

R

U ;

X U ; X ;R

M PKE X ; X :

U ;

X U ; X ;

M PKE X ; X :

U ;

K

T

X U ; X ; T;K

M PKE X ; X :

Adding bids to the CPO protocol adds a little more work for
the Arbiter. This requires the Arbiter's approval, which re-
quires only one very small change in the above protocol: The
protocol ID goes from being 1 to being 5. Thus = 5 1,

= 5 2, etc. This di�erent protocol ID is enough to en-
sure that the Arbiter knows what she's getting herself into.
The Server, seeing the di�erent protocol ID in the arbiter's
approval, will use the bidding variation of the binding pro-
tocol.

In order for the Server to post the CPO, it must be convinced
that the CPO has a fresh ,
and that it is guaranteed by a bonding agency. This works
as follows:

1. Bob forms

= random 160-bit number

= 2 1

=

and then sends to the Server

= ( Sign ( ))

2. Server receives and veri�es it. If it's not stale, and
if the server is willing to post the CPO, it forms

= a random 160-bit number

= 2 2

= hash( )

and then encrypts and sends to Bob

= ( Sign ( ))

3. Bob forms

= 2 3

= ( )

and then sends to the Server

= ( Sign ( ))

4. If this message's signature veri�es properly, then the
Server posts the CPO. The Server forms

= 2 4

= ( )

It then sends to Bob

= ( ( ))

At the end of this protocol, Bob has a receipt to ac-
knowledge that his CPO has been posted, and the Server
is convinced that the holder of the bond certi�cate has just
agreed to the CCPO, and has the arbiter's approval as well.
After step 2, Bob knows he's talking to the Server in real-
time. After step 3, the Server knows it's talking to Bob in
real time.

Pam is a potential seller, with a bonding certi�cate ( )
of her own. Before she is allowed to browse the CPOs in real
time (with the ability to bind them), she must go through a
protocol. (The CPOs may be available to people who aren't
browsing, but nobody is allowed to bind a CPO until they
go through this protocol.) The purpose of this protocol is
to prove that she is guaranteed by a bonding agency, and
also to decrease the computational load on the server by
establishing a secret authentication key, . All of this rad-
ically decreases the computational expense of allowing Pam
to browse the CPOs.

1. Pam forms

= a random 160-bit number

= a time range

= 3 1

=

and sends to the Server

= ( Sign ( ))

2. The Server decides whether to grant Pam access. If
so, it forms

= a random 160-bit number

= 3 2

= hash( )

and sends to Pam,

= ( Sign ( ))

3. Pam responds by forming

= 3 3

= hash( )

and sends to the Server

= ( Sign ( ))

4. The server veri�es the signature, and then responds by
forming

= 3 4

= a random secret key for binding CPOs.

= a time range (from �rst protocol message)

= hash( )

and sends to Pam

= ( Sign ( ))

At the end of this protocol, Pam holds the secret shared
key with which she is allowed to bind a CPO, within the time
limits speci�ed in the last message. Pam and the Server are
both convinced that they have interacted with one another
in real-time, and the Server knows that Pam's attempts to
bind CPOs are guaranteed by her bonding agency.
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3.9 Binding the CPO

3.10 Variation: Accepting Bids

3.11 Delivering the CPO
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U ;

R
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T
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R
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U ;

T

T

X U ; X ;BC ; T; T ; CPO;

M PKE X ; X :

X ; X BID RECEIPT

BOUND CPO

BOUND CPO
BC

As Pam browses the CPOs, each is sent to her by the Server,
authenticated under , and including a random challenge
to prevent replay attacks. When Pam wants to bind one, she
forms an o�er to bind the CPO, and sends it, along with the
hash of the authenticated CPO, authenticated under .
The Server is convinced that this is a valid o�er to bind the
CPO, and that it's happening in real time. It responds by
sending her .

1. The Server forms

= 4 1

= a random 160-bit number

= CPO description

and sends Pam

= ( Auth ( ))

This step is repeated for each CPO browsed.

2. Pam forms

= 4 2

= a random 160-bit number

= hash( ) O�er Details

and encrypts and sends to the Server

= ( ( ))

3. If the o�er is acceptable to the Server, then it forms

= 4 3

= timestamp

= hash( ) O�er Details

and encrypts and sends to Pam

= ( Sign ( ))

4. Pam stores Sign ( ) as .

After step 2, the Server knows it's received a message
from Pam in real time. After step 3, Pam knows the same
thing, and immediately has an answer. Note that the sym-
metric operations here are meant to speed up the process
of verifying whether or not a single user has just bound the
CPO. This also reduces the computational load on the server
signi�cantly.

If we want to accept bids instead of allowing the �rst willing
seller take the CPO, then the protocol is almost unchanged.

As Pam browses the CPOs, each is sent to her by the
Server, authenticated under , and including a random
challenge to prevent replay attacks. When Pam wants to
bid on one, she forms an bid, and sends it, along with the
hash of the authenticated CPO, authenticated under .
The Server is convinced that this is a valid o�er to bind the
CPO, and that it's happening in real time. It responds by
sending her .

1. The Server forms

= 6 1

= a random 160-bit number

= CPO description

and sends Pam

= ( Auth ( ))

This step is repeated for each CPO browsed.

2. Pam forms

= 6 2

= a random 160-bit number

= hash( ) Bid Details

and encrypts and sends to the Server

= ( ( ))

3. If the bid is acceptable to the Server, then it forms

= 6 3

= timestamp

= Time by which bid will get a response.

= hash( )
Bid Details

and encrypts and sends to Pam

= ( Sign ( ))

4. Pam stores Sign ( ) as .

5. When the time for accepting bids is over, the Server
presents these to the Arbiter, who selects one as being
the best bid. The winning bid is noti�ed, as are all
losing bids.

Note that the Arbiter is used in this variation, instead
of the Buyer, to resolve which bid is best. This gives the
sellers some assurance that the Buyer isn't going to cheat,
either by changing his criteria halfway through the process,
or by soliciting bids, and then making a bid himself, which
he then can always take to avoid going through with the
deal.

The \O�er Details" �eld of specify how Pam
and Bob are to �nish the deal. In most cases, this will
simply involve delivering some goods in exchange for some
money, possibly in the presence of the Arbiter. In some
cases, however, this will involve intermediaries, to preserve
anonymity for Pam, Bob, or both. The only crucial points
of this are that Pam has the , and since that
also includes , she can prove her identity to Bob or an
intermediary with a simple challenge-response protocol.



4 Security of the CPO Protocols

4.1 Black-Box Attacks

4.2 End-Run Attacks

4.3 Direct Attacks

Black-Box

Seller collusion

Jurisdictional Problems

Failure to Deliver

End-Run

False Certi�cations

Hard-to-Interpret Conditions

Key Compromises

Repudiation

Direct

Forged Bonding Certi�cates

Forged Arbiter's Acceptance

Forged Post of a CPO

Forged Binding of the CPO

Learning Details of a CPO in Advance

A attack is an attack on a system that can be
carried out even if the system functions exactly as it should.
These attacks must be dealt with externally{the CPO sys-
tem we have described cannot resist them. The value in
knowing about these attacks is that it lets us know the max-
imum strength of the system.

1. |Nothing can prevent sellers from col-
luding among themselves, in order to come to a higher
o�ering price than might otherwise have been made
possible. However, there are signi�cant incentives for
cheating among colluding sellers.

2. |A user in one country may
post a CPO whose eventual seller is in another country,
with server and arbiters in still other countries. This
could raise some interesting jurisdictional problems. A
CPO might be posted from a French citizen o�ering to
buy Cuban cigars. Even if the seller is in Cuba, if the
arbiter or server is in the US, there may be some legal
problems with this. The solution we use is simply to
give the server and arbiter each a chance to refuse to
take part, once they've seen the proposed CPO.

3. |It is possible that a would-be seller
binds the CPO, and then refuses to deliver the agreed-
upon goods. This cannot be prevented, though his
bonding agency will probably wind up paying the would-
be buyer something for his trouble. It will be necessary
to design the payo�s for this carefully, to avoid mak-
ing it pro�table for a buyer and seller in collusion to
decide ahead of time to have the seller refuse to deliver
the agreed-upon goods.

An attack is an attack that bypasses the system
entirely, attacking some of the system's basic assumptions.

1. |If an attacker can produce suf-
�ciently convincing false identifying documents, then
they can enter into CPOs on either side in someone
else's name.

2. |A buyer may put some
hard-to-interpret conditions into the CPO, hoping to
be able to refuse many or most sellers (perhaps collect-
ing some kind of fee for frivolous binding of the CPO
each time). This should be caught by the Arbiter,
whose job it is to judge whether or not these condi-
tions can be reasonably met. We expect that most
arbiters would require use of \�ll-in-the-blank" style
conditions, which would minimize ambiguity.

3. |If a user has his private signing
key stolen, then there is no longer any protection from
having CPOs posted and bound in his name. Perhaps
a partial countermeasure for this would be to require
that the CPO server checks CRLs each day to deter-
mine whether this user is on one. If so, then the CPO
is taken down immediately.

4. |If a user has posted or bound a CPO,
and now wishes he had not, he may simply claim to
have had his key compromised. In some cases, it will
be relatively easy to prove, i.e., by phone records, that
the user himself posted or bound the CPO. In other
cases, however, the only evidence will be the claim of
the user. This is not generally solvable by cryptogra-
phy. However, intelligent policies for handling certi�-
cations and future CPOs will help.

A attack is an attack on the protocols and algorithms
within the system itself. These attacks should generally be
dealt with by repairing the system.

1. |An attacker that could
forge bonding certi�cates for himself could get away
with all kinds of frivolous CPO posts and bindings.
However, forging these requires either a successful in-
ternal attack on a recognized bonding agency, or a
method to defeat the signature scheme used to sign
the certi�cate. Even extending a previously-valid cer-
ti�cate to cover another few days is equivalent to de-
feating the signature scheme, by changing the signed
data without detection.

2. |An attacker might try
to get a forged Arbiter's Acceptance, to allow him to
post a CPO that the arbiter would not care to try
to interpret or enforce. The protocol for getting Ar-
biter's Approval should prevent replay of old arbiters'
approvals. The digital signatures involved should pre-
vent alteration of any �elds (including the timestamp
�eld).

3. |An attacker might try to forge
a post of a CPO from someone else. The posting pro-
tocol should prevent simply replays of old CPO posts.
Forging a post should thus require breaking the sig-
nature scheme, or learning the user's private signing
key.

4. |An attacker might try
to forge a binding of a CPO in someone else's name.
However, the protocol that allows a user to browse
the CPOs, and that provides a binding key to each
such user, should prevent anyone from being able to
do this unless they know that user's private signing
key. This does point out, however, that binding keys
are important and should be stored and handled as
carefully as other key material. It might also be a
good idea to add a step to the browsing protocol to
take a given binding key out of action once the user
decides to end her session.

5. |An attacker
might want to monitor some arbiter (say, one who spe-
cializes in CPOs for antique cars), in order to learn
details of a proposed CPO in advance. Similarly, an
attacker might want to monitor a bonding agency, or
a server. Two things prevent this:

(a) All communications about the CPO between the
Buyer, Server, and Arbiter are encrypted under
the respective parties' public keys.
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